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 Introduction
Problem: The benefits of further
microarchitecture innovation have
marginalized as processors hit a power wall.
ASICs are known to have 103 better energy
efficiency, but unfortunately it is not possible
to design new hardware accelerators for
each new and often changing software
application.
For many applications, while high
performance is desired, users do not always
require high-precision computations.
Applications of this nature can come from
many domains, as there is often a speedversus-accuracy tradeoff a user can choose
dependent on specific constraints.
Our work: We introduce EMEURO
(pronounced “ee-mure-oh”), an EMulating
NEURal network platform for learning models
to emulate a wide variety of applications, and
then running these models efficiently on a
modified GPU architecture. Our main
contributions are:
• EMEURO, a system for emulating and
accelerating applications using neural
networks.
• We develop novel NN compilation
techniques, including: subroutine
structure modeling for improved learning;
staged training for fine-grain performance
tuning at runtime; and clustered emulation
for fast online retraining on unfamiliar
data.
• We show how to easily build new
applications in EMEURO, and how to
specify exact and approximate regions of
code.
• We propose an augmented GPU
architecture that is optimized to run NNs
very efficiently.
• Using real-world data, we show that our
system can yield up to 490X speedup
with less than 2% modeling error.
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We compare both the approximation error and
acceleration of the applications relative to the
exact formulation. All timings are performed on
the CPU. Tested applications include:

The rope physics simulation consists of a 2D
mass-spring model swaying side-to-side from a
stationary point. This experiments consists of
predicting the positions of each vertex in the
rope at the next time step using current
positions. The Newton’s method experiment is
completely numerical. Finite differences are
used to compute the gradients and the Hessian.
The goal of this experiment is to predict the
second-order optimization direction using only
first-order gradients.
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